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ON SUBGROUPS OF M24. II:

THE MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS OF M2i
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Abstract. In this paper we effect a systematic study of transitive subgroups of M24,

obtaining 5 transitive maximal subgroups of M24 of which one is primitive and four

imprimitive. These results, along with the results of the paper, On subgroups of M2i. I,

enable us to enumerate all the maximal subgroups of M24. There are, up to conjugacy,

nine of them. The complete list includes one more in addition to those listed by

J. A. Todd in his recent work on M24. The two works were done independently

employing completely different methods.

In this paper we effect a systematic study of transitive subgroups of M24, obtain-

ing five transitive maximal subgroups of M2i. This result, along with the previous

results on the maximal subgroups among the intransitives [3], enables us to enumer-

ate all the maximal subgroups of M24. There are, up to conjugacy, nine of them.

We dispose of the study of primitive subgroups by observing that a proper

transitive subgroup of M2i is either PSL2 (23) or imprimitive (Proposition 1.1).

Six different types of systems of imprimitivity can be obtained from the 24 points

of M2l, Ü, viz., 24/n blocks of length n for n = 12, 8, 6, 4, 3, and 2, respectively.

The systems of imprimitivity with 24/n blocks of length n are denoted by n'|n'|... |nf.

Obviously, when n 3:6, the systems are of the same type as sets of n distinct points,

as defined in the preceding paper [3, p. 1]. An imprimitive group G with the above

type of systems of imprimitivity will be called an imprimitive group of type nm

where n • m = 24.

The kernel of imprimitivity, viz., the normal intransitive subgroup of G which

contains all the substitutions which do not interchange the systems of imprimitivity

n'|n'|... |nf, is usually denoted by K. Let ß, denote a system of imprimitivity. Then,

in general, K is constructed by multiplying the elements of certain cosets of the

constituents KBi which correspond by an isomorphism. Let K¡ denote the kernel

of the restriction of the kernel K on B,. If Kf is the identity, then K is built by es-

tablishing a simple isomorphism between the corresponding substitutions of KBi.

In this case we denote KxKB^\KBA ... \KBt.

The image of imprimitive group G will be denoted by G*. If the transitive group
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G* according to which the systems of imprimitivity are permuted is itself im-

primitive, it is possible [5, p. 399] to combine these systems until we obtain systems

which are permuted according to a primitive group. In our studies, G* will always

be taken as a primitive group. Thus it is conceivable that the systems of imprimi-

tivity are sometimes a certain union of orbits of K.

A systematic study of the imprimitive subgroups of M2i is done by a classification

of the systems of imprimitivities and their kernels.

Except for those introduced above and in the preceding paper [3] of this series,

the notation and terminology in general follow Wielandt [8]. The geometry of nl,

developed in [3], is indispensable to the following study of imprimitive subgroups.

Some elementary information on «', Gini„ and Am(n') is liberally employed without

individual specific reference.

These studies will eventually yield the following theorem.

Theorem II. M2i has up to conjugacy the following nine maximal subgroups:

(1) PSL2 (23) (primitive),

(2) NMzi(M12) with imprimitive image C2,

(3) G[8,3 with imprimitive image S3,

(4) G(* ) with imprimitive image S6,

(5) PSL2 (7) with imprimitive image PSL2 (7),

(6) M23 (intransitive),

(7) NMm(M22) (intransitive),

(8) NM2i(M21) (intransitive),

(9) AV24(syl2 (M1B)) (intransitive).

1. The primitive subgroups. The following shows that any proper transitive

subgroup of M2i is either PSL2 (23) or imprimitive.

Proposition 1.1. IfG^M2i and G is primitive, then G^PSL2(23) or G = M2i.

All PSL2 (23) are conjugates in M2i.

Proof. The proof will be carried out in two parts.

A. G is doubly transitive.

B. G is primitive but not doubly transitive.

For case A, we establish first that 11 divides \G\. Suppose 11 does not divide \G\,

and consider Gm. Gll} is transitive on 23 points and is primitive. Consider

syi23 (Cm). Since \NM2i(sy\23 (M24))|=23-ll, when 11 does not divide |G|,

|NG[li(syl23(G[1j))| = 23. Then by Burnside, syl23 (GU1) has a normal complement

N in G[1].

If TV is E, then |Gm| =23 and \G\ =24-23. But the degree of Gis 24 and 24 is nota

power of a prime [1, p. 221], so N^E. Since Gm is primitive, nonidentity N is

transitive on 23 and then 23-23 divides |Gm| which is impossible.

Therefore we have \G\ =24-23-11 ■ • -. Now we separate case A into two cases:

a. G is not 3-transitive, and b. G is 3-transitive. In case a,A, it is obvious that 7
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does not divide |G|. We consider two cases for case a,A: a. 5 divides |Gm|, and

ß. 5 does not divide \Gn]\. For «,a,A, |G| =24-23-11-5-3x-2y, X=0, 1, 2, F=0,

1,..., 7. Since |A/G(syl23 (G))| =23-11,

24-5 = 5   (23),       3x2y = 14   (23).

But there is no solution for 3x2y= 14 (23). Therefore the case a,a,A does not occur.

Now consider the case ß,a,A. If an element of order 2 normalizes syln (G) in G,

it must be of type 212. So in Gll} no element of order 2 can normalize syln (Gtl]).

Since |CMa4(syl1i(A/24))| = ll and |AV24(syln (M2i))\ = 11 -5-2, when 5 does not

divide |Gm|, we have that syln (Glu) has a normal complement N in GU]. Since

Gtl] is primitive and Nis normal in GU], N is primitive and 23 divides |7V|. Since

11 does not divide \N\, syl23 (A/) has a normal complement N' in N. If N' is

not E, N' is primitive and 23 divides \N'\, which is impossible, so N' = E and

|GU)|=23-11 and |G| =24-23-11.

Therefore we have found, in case ß,a,A, a possibility of an existence of a doubly

but not triply transitive subgroup of order 24-23-11 of M2i. Indeed, E. Witt

[9, p. 264] constructs such a subgroup in M24 which is a PSL2 (23) in the following

way.

In M2i, let A be an element of order 23. A leaves fixed a point which we shall call

oo. Let 0 be another point and set i = AiO. We know \NM^(A)\ = 11-23. Let B be

an element of NM¡¿i(A) of order 11 which fixes 0. By Witt's lemma [3, Lemma 1.2]

there is an element C of order 2 in NMm(B) which interchanges oo and 0. Let p£ 1

be a suitable quadratic residue mod 23. Then A, B, C permute the points according

to X+l, PX, -X-\ and PSL2(23) = <>1, B, C>.

By the above construction, any doubly transitive subgroup of order 24-23-11

of M24 is a PSL2 (23).

Now we show that all PSL2 (23) are conjugate. A computation shows A2^ 3a 23 x

= 23=|CM24(23 1)|. Thus any element of order 23 in M24 can be expressed as

products of elements 212 and 38 exactly 23 times. Furthermore, a-b = a-ß = c where

a and a are of type 212, b and ß are of type 38 and c is of type 23 1 if and only

ifa = ai,ß = bt,teCMJ23l).

Let A be a PSL2 (23). The following is easily seen. Let c be an element of order

23 in A, then there are elements of type 212 and 38 denoted by a and b, respectively,

such that a-b = c and A = (ja, by.

Let two PSL2 (23)'s, A and B, be given. Let ce A and y e B and c23 = y23 = 1.

Then there is an element g e M2i such that <c>9 = <y>. Thus c9 = y\ 1 ̂ /^22. Now

by the above, there are two elements 212 and 38, call them a and ß, respectively,

such that a-ß = y and B = (a, ß>. Now

c* = a9-b9 = a-ß = y\

Thus a9 = af, ¿>9 = ß? where í e CM24(y') and a=a9i~\ ß = b9i'x and A and B are

conjugate.
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Now we go back to case b,A: G is 3-transitive. In this case Gm is 2-transitive and

|GU]| =23-22- • •. Suppose 5 does not divide \Ga]\. Since an element of order 2

cannot normalize syln (Gm), syln in GU] must have a normal complement A^ in

Ga¡. Now TV is primitive and 23 divides |7V|. Consider syl23 (N). Then 11 does not

divide |TV|, so that syl23 (N) has a normal complement N'inN. \ÍN' = E, \N\ =23

and G[1] = 23-11, which is not the case. So N'^Eand 23 divides \N'\ which is also

impossible since if 23 divides |A^'| then (23)2 divides \N\. Therefore 5 divides

|GU]| and 5 divides |G|, and |G| =24-23-22-5-•-.

We claim 7 also divides |G|. Suppose 7 does not divide \G\. Since lA^syl^ (G))\

= 23-11, by Sylow,

24-10= 10   (23),

3a-2« = 7     (23),       a = 0,1, 2; ,8 = 0,1,...,6.

But there is no solution for the above equation. Therefore 7 divides \G\ and

|G|=24-23-22-7-5- • -. Then |G[3,| = 5-7- • -, and G is 4-transitive and G = M2i.

Next we consider the second case.

B. Suppose G is primitive but not 2-transitive. We quote two lemmas for this

case.

Lemma a (Weiss, 1934 [8, p. 48]). Let the lengths of the orbits of Gu], ordered

according to increasing magnitude, be l=fli5£»a- • • £nk. If there is an index j> 1

such that n, and the maximal orbit length nk are relatively prime, then G is imprimitive

or a regular group of prime degree.

Lemma ß [8, p. 50]. If a prime p is a divisor of the order of Gtl], then p also

divides the order ofGaf. T is an orbit of G[U.

Now, if G is primitive but not 2-transitive, then 23 does not divide |G|. Also,

we have that 11 does not divide \G\. If 11 divides \G\, syln has orbits of lengths 1, 1,

11, 11. Since GU] cannot fix any other points and 23 does not divide \G\, Gtl]

has orbits of lengths 1, 11, 12. Now, (11, 12)= 1 and, by Lemma a, G is imprimitive,

which is a contradiction. Lastly, we claim 7 does not divide |G|. If 7 divides |G|,

syl7 has orbits of lengths 1, 1, \, 1,1,1. If Gm has 3 orbits, then the possibilities of

the orbit lengths are, since G[n cannot have an orbit of length 2,

1,8,15;    1,7,16;    1,9,14.

By Lemma a, G is imprimitive.

If Gf!, has 4 orbits, then the possibilities of the orbit lengths are 1,7, 8, 8 ; 1,7,7,9.

By Lemma a, again G is imprimitive. Therefore \G\ | (233)27325. We claim 5 divides

\G\, otherwise G is solvable, but the degree of G, 24, is not a power of a prime.

Therefore 5 divides |Gm|. By Lemma ß, the shortest orbit of Gtl, has length ^ 5. If

the shortest orbit has length 5, then since elements of order 5 in M24 have the cycle

form 1454, we have the following choices of orbits of GC1].
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shortest longest

1 5 6 6        6

1 5 5 6        7

1 5 5 5        8

15 8 10

Except for the case 1, 5, 8,10, the other cases can be eliminated by Lemma a. For the

case 1, 5, 8, 10, let the orbit of length 8 be T. 5 divides |G[1Jr| and 5 is greater than

the largest proper factor of 8, so Gu]r is primitive. By Jordan, Gu]r is 8 — 5 + 1

= 4-fold transitive. Then 7 divides |GU]r| and 7 divides \G\ which is a contradiction.

If the shortest orbit has length 6, then we have choices 1, 6, 7, 10 and 1, 6, 6, 11.

By Lemma a, these are eliminated.

If the shortest orbit has length 7, then we have choice 1, 7, 16. By Lemma a,

this is eliminated.

If the shortest orbit has length 10, then we have choice 1, 10, 13. By Lemma a,

this is eliminated.

If the shortest orbit has length 11, then we have choice 1, 11, 12. By Lemma a,

this is eliminated.

2. The imprimitive subgroups. The essential feature of the discussions on

imprimitive subgroups in this paper is their tracing. Given an imprimitive sub-

group G of a given type, we need to know whether G exists in M2i and if it does,

whether it is maximal, otherwise in what imprimitive subgroup we can locate it.

The results of such tracings on all the imprimitive subgroups are presented here

at the outset of the discussion in synopsis form for reference. For example, a group

of type 38 with nontrivial kernel must be located in G[8]3 according to Propositions

7.1 and 4.4, as listed in the following summary.

Thus we summarize the results on imprimitive subgroups as follows.

Propositions (in summary).

Type 122.

Proposition 3.1. G of type 122 is one of NM2i(Ga2iy), i= 1, 2, 5. G(12<,, /'= 1, 2, 5,

are contained in NM2i(Ga2^), i= 1, 2, 5, respectively.

Type 83.

Proposition 4.1. G of type 83 has block system 8'|8'|8".

Proposition 4.2. G of type 83 is in G[8]3. G[8]3 has order 210-32-7 and the image

is S3.

Proposition 4.3. All Gr8]3 are conjugate in M2i.

Proposition 4.4. NM2i(38)^Gl8-¡3.

Type 64.

Proposition 5.1. G of type 64 is in one of the following: a group of type 122,

NMJ2") or G[(n3.
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Type 4s. Classification by K. K¡ denotes the kernel of restriction of K on a

system B¡ of imprimitivity.

Proposition 6.1. (a) K^E, Ky^E, K^r\K2i-E. G is in G(*4). G(*4) has order

210 ■ 33 • 5 and its image is S6.

Proposition 6.2. (b) K^E, K^E, Kxc\ K2 = E. G does not exist, (d) K=E.

G is in a group of type 122.

Proposition 6.3. (c) K+E, K1 = E. G is in one of the following: NM2i(212),

G[8,3, or G*4).

Proposition 6.4. G<*4) contains G(4), G(8. „ NM2i(212), Nm24(G<i2--,), and

NMJGa^).

Type 38.

Proposition 7.1. K+E.G is in NM.2i(3s).

Proposition 7.2. K=E. G is a PSL2 (7) in S2i. These PSL2 (7) of degree 24 are

all conjugate in M24. PSL2 (7)d:G[8]3.

Type 212.

Proposition 8.1. K+E, then G is either in G(*4) or in Gi8f. K=E, then G is in

one of a group of type \22.

Thus we will see, at the end of the discussions of the imprimitive subgroups,

that, by Propositions 3.1 through 8.1, there are only 4 imprimitive subgroups

which are not contained in any other imprimitive subgroup of M2i, namely,

NuJGw), G[8,3, G*4), and PSL2 (7).

In §9, it will be shown that the above four imprimitive subgroups, along with

the primitive one, PSL2 (23), constitute the entire list of transitive maximal sub-

groups of M2i, up to conjugacy.

Furthermore, we note here that among the nine maximal subgroups among the

intransitives of M2i [3, Theorem I], we see that G(12'„ i'= 1, 2, 5, are in ArM24(G(12')),

i= 1, 2, 5 (Proposition 3.1), and G(4) and G(6-) are in Gf4) (Proposition 6.4).

Now we proceed to prove the above propositions.

3. Groups of type 122.

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a group of type 122, then G^NM2i(Ga2<-¡), i=\, 2, 5.

(NM2i(Ga2>)))* = C2 and the kernels are Ga^\Ga¿), i= 1, 2, 5.

Proof. G(12■■■) and Gaalv) are intransitive on 12'" and 12iT respectively. Therefore

the only available systems of imprimitivity of length 12 are 12" 112", 12"|12", and

12v|12v. Since there is a substitution interchanging the two sets 12' and (12')c, we

have three imprimitive groups with kernels G(ia'), /'= 1, 2, 5, images C2, and systems

of imprimitivity 12'|12', ¡'=1,2,5. These are NM.2i(Ga¿), z'=l,2, 5. Thus given

12*| 12*, Am24(G(i2<)) is the only imprimitive group with the given systems of

imprimitivity. And given (12*112')! and (12'|12')2, there is an element geM2i

such that (12'|12')g = (12'|12')2. So there is essentially only one imprimitive group
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with systems of imprimitivity 12*112'. It is apparent that NMm(G^-) are the

biggest imprimitive groups with systems 12'|12f.

4. Groups of type 83.

Proposition 4.1. A group G of type 83 has block systems of type 8'|8'|8'.

Proof. Since G(8 } is intransitive on 8", 8"|8"|8" cannot be systems of im-

primitivity.

According to [3, Proposition 4.3] each 8'" determines a unique 8', one of the

orbits of G(8-•■). Thus G with system 8"'|8'"|8'" can be described as one with

system 8'|8'|8'.

In the following proposition we construct a group of type 83 with system 8'|8'|8',

called G[8]3.

Proposition 4.2. GiB-3 has order 210327 and its imprimitive image is S3. It is the

biggest imprimitive group with such given systems of imprimitivity, and is unique.

Proof. Consider the holomorph of the elementary abelian group of order 24,

9J24. 3t24 has 15 normal subgroups of order 23. The group of order 23 is semiregular

on the 16 points and has two orbits of length 8. The holomorph permutes these

15 subgroups transitively by conjugation. The normalizer in H of one of these

15 subgroups must be of index 15 and of order 2103-7. Therefore, the order of the

stabilizer of one of these two orbits of length 8 must be at least 29 • 3 • 7, so each

orbit is a 8', and we have a system 8'|8'|8'. Therefore, the order of the group in

M2i which fixes these three 8''s setwise is 29 ■ 3 -7 and this is the order of the kernel

0fG[8.33.

The kernel of imprimitivity contains an element of order 7, say a. a has type

7313. Let

a = (£1)(£2)(£3)(/>1)(/>;!)(/>3).

The E¡ is a 7' and E¡ u p, is either a 8' or a 8". Given any Eh there is a unique point

which, added to E¡, makes E¡ a 8'. This point must be one of/?¡. Let E1 U/>1=8',

then E^ u p2 = S" and Ex u p3=%"'. We have seen in [3] that there is an element t

of order 3 which centralizes a. Since syl7 (S7) is selfcentralizing, t must be of type

38 and permutes £4's and />{'s cyclically. We fix notations so that

El = E2,   E\ = E3,   p\ = p2,   p\ = p3,

then jfJj U/?1 = 8', E2 U/?2 = 8' and E3 U/73 = 8'. Thus we have a system 8'|8'|8'.

This system must coincide with the systems of imprimitivity of G[8]3 which was

described above. Now t permutes these three blocks cyclically. Furthermore, we

know there is an element of type 1828, /, which centralizes c This involution must

fix one block and interchange the remaining two blocks. Thus the imprimitivity

image is S3, and the imprimitive group has order

|G[8.]3| = 29-3-7-2-3 = 210-32-7.
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Any such group with given 8'|8'|8" must be unique.

Next, we shall show that given two systems of 8'|8'|8', say (8"¡8*|8")x and

(8'|8'|8')2, they are conjugate, i.e. there exists an element g in M24 such that

(8'|8'|8')f = (8'|8'|8')2. For this we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.1. Given a set 8', denoted by #8', then there are 30 8''.? such that

|#8' n 8'| =0, 280 8's such that |#8' n 8'| =4, and448 8"'j such that |#8' n 8'| =2.

77ie.se are the only possibilities of intersection of two 8'i. Furthermore, let G(8) = §,

and if A and A' are two of fixed type, then there exists an element y e © such that

A* = A'.

Proof. There are [M24 : $ ] = 3 ■ 11 • 23 = 759 8''s. The action of M24 on these 759

8''s is in permutation isomorphism with M2i on 759 cosets of §. Now by com-

putation, we see that (lí>)M24=Xi+X23 + X7-36+X23-2i- So £ has four orbits on the

759 8"s.

The 759 8"'s each contain (g) 5's and there are (254) 5's all told. Since M2i is 5-fold

transitive, each 5 is contained in exactly 759 • (|)/(254) = 1 8', i.e. 8''s form a Steiner

system. Therefore #8' meets any other 8' in at most 4 points.

Each 4 is in exactly 759 • (4)/(244) = 5 8''s, so each 4 in #8' is the intersection of #8'

with 4 other 8''s. Hence there are (|)-4 = 280 8"'s meeting #8' in 4 points.

Each 3 is in exactly 759-(|)/(234) = 21 8''s. In #8', each 3 is in 5 4's, each the

intersection of #8' with 4 other 8''s. So we get 20 8''s meeting #8' in 4 points con-

taining the given 3. Hence there is no 8' meeting #8' in exactly 3 points.

Each 2 is in 759 - (|)/(224) = 77 8''s. In a given #8', 2 is in (j)= 15 4's, each the inter-

section of #8' with 4 other 8''s, so there are 77— 1 —15-4= 16 8''s meeting #8' in a

given pair of points. Hence there are (f)-16 = 448 8''s meeting #8' in 2 points.

We can regard Q — #8' as the points of K4(F2), and then the 15 subspaces of

dimension 3 and their complement form 30 8''s disjoint from #8".

Since 1 4-280 + 448 + 30 = 759, this accounts for all 8''s.

Now we can show our proposition:

Proposition 4.3. Let (8'|8'|8')! and (8'|8'|8')2 be two systems of type 8'|8'|8'.

Then they are conjugate.

Proof. Let (8"|8'|8')1 = /1|Ä|C and (8'|8'|8')2 = ^'|5'|C. Then there exists an

element g e M2i such that

A\B\C-^-*A'\B"\C".

Now A' n B" = 0 and A' n B' = 0, so by the above proposition there exists an

element h e H=GiA) such that

A'\B"\C" -^-* A'\B'\C"\

But C'" = C as the complement of A' u B'. Thus (8'|8'|8')j.s;(8'|8'|8')2.

Now we conclude the discussion of G[8,3 with an inclusion relation A^m24(38)
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Proposition 4.4. NM2i(38)^GLB-¡3.

Proof. We can represent the kernel K of G[8]3 as the subgroup of the holomorph

of 2i2i consisting of the matrices [¡J /], where A e SL (3, 2), / is the 2x2 identity,

B a 3 x 2 matrix over GF [2]. Then K is the semidirect product of L and M, where

£={[# °]} and A/={[¡, B¡]}. M is elementary abelian of order 26 and is character-

istic in K (M=02(K), the maximal normal 2-group of K). Then Gl8-3 is the split

extension of K by S3 = (r, i | t3 = i2 = (tí)2 = 1 >. The complements of M in Á' are in

1-1 correspondence with the cocycles in Z\L, M) which is a 2-group [4, p. 121].

t acts on the set of complements by conjugation. Hence t normalizes at least one

complement N of M in K. Then N^K/M^SL (3, 2)^PSL2(7). Since the outer

automorphism of N has order 2 and Z(N) = E, <A/, T> = A/xT"where ris of order 3.

A generator of Thas type 38 and we may assume 7==<t>. Then (N, t, i> normalizes

<r>. Since |<JV, t, i>| =24-32-7= |A/M24(38)|, we have N„Jr)=(N, t, i><=Gtin3.

It can be shown that N acts as PSL2 (7) on the eight 3-cycles of t.

We insert the following lemma for future reference.

Lemma 4.4.1. Syl3 (M24) has four subgroups of order 9 and they all have an orbit

of length 9.

Proof. Let G(3) fix the last 3 points, I, II, III, setwise. Then Gl3) is S3 on {I, II, III}.

The kernel of map is M21 = PSL3 (4). Now the subgroup of G(3) corresponding to

A3 on {I, II, III} may be represented as PGL3 (4) on the remaining 21 points. Now

|syl3 (PGL3 (4))| = 33= |syl3 (M24)|, so syl3 (M24) on the 21 points can be regarded

as syl3 (PGL3 (4)), and we have

syl3 (PGL3 (4)) =

1

1

1

1

l_p

and the first two generate syl3 (PSL3 (4)). Thus syl3 (M24) is nonabelian and of

exponent 3. Therefore by [4, p. 93] there are two elements, A and B, such that

syl3 (M24) = <^, B} and A3 = B3=[A, B]3 = l, A[A, B] = [A, B]A, B[A, B] = [A, B]B.

Thus Z = ([A, 5]> = G' = 0(G) where G = syl3 (M2i). Using a suitable notation for

21 points of PG (2, 22), A and B and [A, B] can be chosen as follows:

A = (1 17 18)(8 11 14)(2 21 9)(3 20 5)(13 4 19)(6 15 12)(7)(10)(16)(I)(II)(III),

B = (1 17 18)(2 21 13)(3 20 9)(4 19 5)(6 8 16)(7 12 11)(10 15 14)(I II III),

[A, B] = (6 12 15)(7 10 16)(8 11 14)(2 4 3)(5 9 13)(19 20 21)(1)(17)(18)(I)(II)(III).

Now syl3 (M2i)/([A, B]} = (A, By and there are four subgroups of order 9 in

syl3 (M2i), namely (ABy, ((AB)2y, (Ay, and <fi>. It is easily seen that (Ay and

((ABfy have orbits 9, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1. All elements are of type 3616 and (ABy

and (By have orbits 9, 9, 3, 3, and six elements are of type 38 and two are of type

3616.
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5. Groups of type 64.

Proposition 5.1. Let G be a group of type 64 with primitive G*. Let K be the

kernel of imprimitivity, then one of the following applies:

(a) K=Eand G is of type 122.

(b) K^Eand G is with system 6'|6'|6"|6', and G^NM2l(212) or GçGL813.

(c) K^E, G is with system 6"|6"|6"|6", and 5\\G\. And GçNM2t(212) or

GçG[8-,3.

Proof, (a) K= E. G* = 54 and G must be regular. The normal subgroup of order

12 has two orbits of length 12, so G has systems of imprimitivity of length 12.

Consequently G^NM2i(Ga2')) for some i, i= 1, 2, 5.

(b) A^£and Gis with 6'|6'|6'|6'. Then A"cG(6), which has orbits of length 16

and 2. Since K is 1/2-transitive, every orbit of K must have length 2. Then either

|>v| =2 and G<^NM2l(212) or K is a four group with 3 involutions of type 1828 whose

fixed point sets are disjoint. Thus G^Gl8]3.

(c) K^E and G is with system 6"|6"|6"|6".

(1) Let 5 | |G|. Since 5 divides \K\, K is 2-transitive on each block B„ so K is

A5, S5, A6 or Se on each Bt. Groups of order 9, by Lemma 4.4.1, have orbits of

length 9, so A6 or S6 are not possible. Next, if K were not faithful on Bit the kernel

K¡ would have order 3 by knowledge of Gte -j. So \K\ would be divisible by 9 and

this is again impossible. A kernel system S5 \SS\S5\SS is impossible because

124 g S5 produces (12)4(4)4. Next consider K^Ä5 \ÄS\Ä5\Ä5.

Since K\Bi is faithful and is A5, G\Bt is at least Ae. So there is an element

oeG such that crBi = 133. a $ K because any element of order 3 in K, restricted on

Bu has type 32. Therefore aB2uB3uB4 must permute these 3 blocks cyclically. In

M2i, the only possible component of ctbi on fi2u53u 54 is 1335. I.e.

B1    52ußjU 54

,33 ,335

Now elements of type 1335 on Ä2 u fi3 u 54 cannot permute £¡'s, í# 1, cyclically.

(2) Let 5f \G\. Then G is solvable and G* = At or 5,4. Choose a minimal G-

normal subgroup N of K. Then \N\ =2" or 3".

(A) If j 7V j =2 or 3, then G is an imprimitive group with systems of imprimitivity

of length 2 or 3 and its kernels have order 2 or 3. Thus G<=NM2l(212) or NM2i(3B)

which is in G[8,3 by Proposition 4.4.

(B) If \N\=2a, then JV is intransitive on each block of length 6 and since the

lengths of orbits of N must be powers of 2 and the union of orbits must have

length 6, every orbit of N has length 2. B¡ = 6", so N is faithful on B¡.

For NB<, we have the following three choices.

If NB' = c2 xc2x c2, then excluding the identity, altogether 18x4 points are fixed

by N. Meanwhile, each element can fix only 8 points, so 8x7 = 56 points is the

maximal number of points which can be fixed by ./V, which is a contradiction.
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Next, if AfB< = the positive part of c2xc2x c2, then we combine the fixed points

to form 3 8''s which cannot overlap, since G would then be intransitive. So we get

systems of imprimitivity of length 8 and G^Gl83 if it exists.

Lastly, if NBi = ((ab)(cd)y-((ef)y, then we would have elements of type 14424

= 11624, which is impossible.

(C) |A/|=32. We eliminate this case by Lemma 4.4.1 which shows that any

group of order 32 has at least one orbit of length 9, which is a contradiction, since

as a subgroup of the kernel, N cannot have orbits longer than 6.

6. Groups of type 46. Let G be an imprimitive group with systems of imprimi-

tivity i?1|.ß2|i?3|.ß4|55|.ß6 where \B¡\ =4. Let G* be primitive, i.e. A~B, S5, A6 or S6,

then they are all doubly transitive. Let K be the kernel of imprimitivity and denote

the kernel of K on B¡ by Kt.

The discussion will be divided into four cases.

(a) K+E,KX + E,KX^K2^E,

(b) KïE, Kx + E, Kxn K2 = E,

(c) K+E,KX = E,

(d) K=E.

We obtain for case (a) the following :

Proposition 6.1. In M2i, we have a group of type 46 with kernel K of type (a)

above. Denote this group by G*4), G(*4) has order 210-33-5 and its image is Se. Any

group of type 46 with type (a) kernel is contained in one of the conjugates of Gfi-,

in M2i.

Proof. Take any 4 points of the 24 points. Call them Bx. For any other point

p, ¿iU p determines a unique %' = BX u Bh where Bt—p is the orbit of length 3 of

G(BlUP). Thus we obtain 5 other ¿?'s, B2, B3, Bt, B5 and B6. Obviously G(Bl) maps

Bt to Bj, i, 7 = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and is transitive on {B2, B3, Bt, 55, B6). G[BlU¡}¡!] is the

elementary abelian group of order 24 and is regular on the remaining 16 points,

therefore G(Bl) is doubly transitive on {B2, B3, ¿?4, B5, B6}. Obviously, these B¡,

i = 2,...,6, are the unique blocks of G[BlJ and of G(Bl) as well by [3, Proposition

2.4]. Thus Bi is T¡-x, j=l,..., 5, where r, is the 5 lines through x=(0 0 1) in

PSL3 (4) = M21. Thus

I\ = [0, 1,0] = {(0 0 1); (10 0); (10 1); (JO 1); (JO 1)},

T2 = [1,1,0] ={(0 0 1);(1 10); (1 \ \);(dd\);(dd\)},

T3 = [d, 1, 0] = {(0 0 1); (d 1 0); (1 d 1); (d 1 1); (dd 1)},

T4 = [d, l,0] = {(0 0l);(dl0);(\d\);(dll);(ddl)}.

T5 = [1,0,0] = {(0 0 1); (0 10); (0 1 1); (0 3 1); (0 d 1)}.

Since | G(Bl) | = 29 • 32 • 5, the kernel of imprimitivity of G(Bl) on {B2,..., Be} has order

ä 26-3. Since |syl2 (^8)| = 28, Bx u 5; = 8', i, j>\. Let B, U 53 be denoted by Btj.
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Let M be the intersection of M24 with the biggest imprimitive group of S2i on

.¿Vs. Obviously G(Bl)<=M. Consider By u B2 = $'. G(Bl2) is A8 on B12. It contains a

substitution interchanging Bx and /J2. Then Blj,j¥i2, goes to a 8' which contains

B2. Let this 8=B2 u {è1; ¿>2, ¿3, ¿>4}- Extend 52 u {¿>i} to a 8=52 u 5¡, bx e 5¡.

If {¿»2, ¿3, M *-Si» then B2uBi = »' and 52 u {bu b2, b3, bi}=S'. Thus two 8'

share 5 points {B2 u bx} which is impossible. Thus {bu b2, b3, e4} = 5¡. Thus the

substitution is in M, and M is triply transitive.

Finally, the field conjugation which is in G(Bl) fixes Tu V2, T5 and interchanges

T3 and T4, so M is primitive and contains a transposition. Therefore the image

of M is 5s on {51; B2,..., ß6}. Now |A/| = |G(Bl)|-6 = 29-32-5-6 = 210-33,and |Ker|

= 26-3. Since |syl2 (A8)\ = 2e, obviously Kx n K2^E. M will be denoted G(*4), to

indicate it is a kind of transitive extension of G(4).

Let G be an imprimitive group with six blocks of length 4 with K^ E, Kx ̂  E,

Kx C\ K2±E, and G* is primitive in S6. Then G* is at least doubly transitive and

consequently any union of two blocks must be a 8*. Let

A|A|A|A|A.|A

be the block system. Consider G(Sl). GWl) is imprimitive with block system

^i|5a|53|54|56|5e

where any union of two blocks is a 8'. Let p e ß2 and p e Bt for some i, then ß1 u p

determines a unique 8', thus ß2 = Bi for some i. Thus G must be in the G*Bl), and

any two such systems of imprimitivity are similar.

Next we have

Proposition 6.2. There exists no group of type 46 with kernel type (b). A group

of type 46 with kernel type (d) can be represented as a group of type 122.

Proof. Let G be a type 46 with type (b) kernel. Then K^E and Kx n K2 = E.

Then the subgroup of K fixing B1 pointwise is faithfully represented on B2. Kx

cannot contain an element of order 3 since it would fix 4+5 = 9 points. Hence Kx

has order 8, 2 or 4.

If 1^1 = 8, then its center is of type 22 on 5 blocks; then the center has cycle

14210, which is impossible.

If | Kx | = 2, then nonidentity elements have type 212 on 5 blocks or 22 on 5 blocks,

which is impossible.

If |^i | =4, then Kx cannot be F4 on B2 or have elements of type 14210. K± cannot

be C4 on B2 or have elements of type 14210. Hence Kx must be c2 x c2. Then, the

total number of points fixed (excluding identity) on B2, B3, Z?4, B5, B6 is 4 x 5 = 20,

whereas each element can fix only 4 points, totalling 12, so this is a contradiction.

Let G have type (d) kernel, i.e. the trivial kernel. Then G is SB, A6, S5 or A5 and

they are all 2-transitive. G(Bl> is transitive on Blt so 22 divides |G(Bl)|. So G cannot be

A6 (whose order is 22-3-5).

Suppose G = 5'6. Then G(Bl) is Ss on {B2,..., Be}. G(Bl)BisG(Bl)/G[Bl, is transitive
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on Bx so 4 divides |G(Bl)/G[Bl]|. Now G[Bl] is either A5 or E. If it is Ah, |G(Bl)/GtBl]|

= 2, which is impossible. So G[Bl] must be E. Then G(Bl)Bi is at most St and some-

times Sa, which is impossible. Therefore G is not S6. With the same argument

exclude G = A6.

Suppose G = S5. Consider A5 < S5. A5 cannot be an imprimitive group with

K=E as shown above, so A5 is intransitive with two orbits of length 12. Thus G

can be represented as an imprimitive group of type 122.

For case (c), we need a lemma.

Lemma 6.3.1. CM24(54l4)cG*4), and C%(54l4)?C5xi4.

Proof. G(4) has compound character

0g(4))M|24   =  Xl+X23 + 2-X7-36 + 2-X23-21+X233-45 + X23-55+X23144 + X55-64-

The compound character (1G("4))M24 must be a linear combination of the above 8

irreducible characters with smaller integer coefficients; besides, it must obey the

eight criteria of a compound character of a subgroup [6, p. 157]. A computation

shows that

(1g(*4))M24   =  X1+X7-36 + X23-21+X23-45-

(Incidentally, a laborious computation shows that the above is the only possible

compound character of an overgroup of G(4), thus G(*4) is seen to be maximal. The

maximality of G(*4), however, will be shown in a simpler way in Theorem II.)

By (lG;4))M2s we know G(*4) has 2304 = 28-32 elements of type 1454 and these form

a single class in G*4). Thus |CG;4)(1454)| = |CM21(1454)| =22-3-5 and CM24(1454)

<=G?4).
Restriction of CM24(5414) on the four points left fixed by 5414 shows that

Gm24(5 1 ) = C5xyl4.

Proposition 6.3. If G is of type 46 with type (c) kernel, then G is in one of the

following: NMJ212), G^3, G*4).

Proof. Let *#£", K1 = E. Then the kernel systems are of the form *si|*B2|

... \Kbb and *B< and KBi are conjugates and two transitive constituents are

connected by a simple automorphism.

If |*| =2, then *=<212> and GçNMJ212).

If 1*1 = 8, then its center is <212> and G^NMJ212).

If |A-| =4 and *=C4, then again G s NMJ212).

If |*|=4 and K=c2xc2, let X¡, i=l,2, 3, be three nonidentity elements. Let

Xi = 1828 and the eight points left fixed by X¡ be r\. Then I\ n T, = 0 and r, form

blocks of length 8 and G^G[B3.

If K^Si, then we have (12)6(2)6 which is impossible in M24.

If *£F4 or Ai, then Kx K4| K4| K4| K4| K4|K4 or ^4|^4|/14|^4M4M4. Since G*

is at least doubly transitive, 5 divides the order of G. Let a5 = 1, then a is of type
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1454. a normalizes K and thus centralizes it. Therefore AT<=CM24(1454). Since

Cm24(5414) = C5 x Ai, K^At (or F4) in the centralizer of 1454. And the systems of

imprimitivity of G coincide with the six orbits of A^ (or K4). By Lemma 6.3.1,

Cm24(1454) = ^4 x C5c:G(*4) and the systems of imprimitivity of G coincide with the

systems of imprimitivity of G(*,. Since G(*, is the biggest imprimitive group with

this system of imprimitivity, G^G*^.

We conclude the discussion of groups of type 46 with the following inclusion

relationships.

Proposition 6.4. G*4) contains: (1) G(4), (2) Gl6.„ (3) NMJ212), (4) iVM24(G(12-,),

(5) ¿W<W>)-

Proof. (1) by the construction of G(%.

(2) The kernel of the imprimitive group G(*4) has order 26-3. Syl3 of the kernel

must have type 1636 and the six blocks must have form

(.)(•• ■)!(■)(• ..)|(.)(...)|(.)(...)!(.)(...)!(. )(...).

Since the normalizer of 1636 in M2i mod <1636> is Se, the normalizer of <1638>

in the kernel of G(*4) is <1636>. Therefore 26-2 = 27 elements of type le36 are in the

kernel. Thus CG;4)(l63e) has order 23-33-5 which is the order of CM24(1636). There-

fore ^m24(1636) = G(6-, is in G*4).

(3) By Lemma 6.3.1, we know CM24(5414) is in G(*>. So G(*4) has elements of order

10 type 10222. These elements have imprimitive image of type 51. The fifth powers

of these elements have type 212 and they must be in the kernel. Since Kx n K2=£E

where Kx denotes the kernel of the kernel of Gf4) on Biy there are elements of type

1828 in the kernel. Since | CM24(1828)| = 210 • 3 • 7, there must be at least 45 elements of

type 1828 in the kernel and since | CM24(212) | = 29 ■ 3 • 5, there must be at least 18 elements

of type 212 in the kernel. Since syl2 of the kernel is normal in the kernel of Gct„

we have 63 elements of 2-power order. Thus,

63 = (45 + x) + (18+>0,       x = y = 0.

Thus |/vV4)(212)|=29-3-5 = |/YM24(212)| and #m24(212K G*4).

(4) Consider Bx u B2 u B3. Since 12' contains an 8' it is either 12" or 12lv.

Since Ga2f} is intransitive on 12lv, ßu^u B3 must be a 12". G(*)12" has order

263- \S3\ ■ \S3\ =2B-33 which is the order of G(12-,. Therefore NM.2i(Ga2-)) is also in

n*

(5) By [3, Proposition 8.2 (E)], G(12v, on 12v is an imprimitive group of degree

12, order 240. The kernel has order 2 and the image is S5 (in S6).

Let rL = (ab)(cd)(ef)(gh)(ij)(kl) and let <tl> be the kernel of the imprimitivity.

By [3, Proposition 8.3], G(12», on (12v)c has a similar representation. Let tb

= (aß)(yo)(e£,)(7)8)(i.K)(\p) and let <tr> be the kernel of the imprimitivity of G(12v,

on (12v)c. Let Ga^' be denoted by G(12v)L and G(12v/ia'><: by GU2v)R. Then

<tl> = Z(G(12v)t)   and    <tb> = Z(Ga2v)s).
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Now consider an element t in Ga2vy

r=rL(..)(..)(..)(..)(..)(..).

R

The action of t on (12v)c is of type 26 since 12v (x(l2v)c) does not contain an 8".

Under the conjugation by G(12v,, rL remains invariant, and also, since no non-

identity element of M24 can fix more than 8 points, R remains invariant, so

* e Z(G(12v)B), and R = rB. Therefore t = tl-tb and we have

G(i2") c Gm24«t».

Therefore  <t>=Z(G(12v))  is  a  characteristic  subgroup   of Gaa»),  and   G(12V)

< AV24(G(i2*>). Thus <r> <3 A/M24(G(12V)) and NMJGa2^NM2i((ry), where t is

212 type. The assertion follows from A/M24(212)CG*4).

7. Groups of type 38. Let G be a group of type 38 with a primitive G*. Since

5, 7, 11, 23 cannot divide the order of *, | * | = 2" ■ 3e. The discussion will be divided

into three cases: (a) 3 divides |*| ; (b) 3 does not divide |*| ; (c) K=E.

For cases (a) and (b) we have

Proposition 7.1. Let G be a group of type 38 with nontrivial kernel, then *=<38>

and G<=G[8-]3.

Proof. (1) Let a be an element of type 38 and let a e * Since no element in M2i

can fix more than 8 points, syl3 (*) = <». Furthermore, <a> < * and * has no

other elements of type 38 other than a and a2. So <er> <3 G and G<=NM2i(38). By

Proposition 4.4, GcA/M24(38)cG[8]3.

(2) Suppose syl3 (*) does not contain elements of type 38 but contains elements

of type 1636. Since G* is primitive in S8, G* is at least doubly transitive on B¡,

i= 1,..., 8. Therefore * contains at least 4 distinct elements of type 1636, and *

cannot contain elements of type 38, so |syl3 (*)| cannot be 33 but 32. We have seen,

in Lemma 4.4.1, that any subgroup of order 32 has an orbit of length 9. Therefore

(2) does not occur.

(b) 3 does not divide [*| and |*|=2".

In this case, orbits of * on any block of imprimitivity have length 2 and 1, and

|*|=2, otherwise 3 | |*|. Since orbits of *form systems of imprimitivity of shorter

lengths, the case (b) is impossible.

For the case K=E, we need the following:

Lemma 7.2.1. Every imprimitive group G that admits only the identity as the

kernel of imprimitivity is insolvable.

Proof. G* is primitive. If G is solvable then G* is solvable primitive. G* must be

of degree pa for some prime p, and it contains as a minimal normal subgroup an

elementary abelian group L of order pa. To L, there corresponds a normal sub-

group of G. Since L is regular and of degree pa, it follows that this subgroup is in-

transitive. Hence G contains a kernel that differs from E.
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By the above lemma, G* can be any of the following five insolvable primitive

groups of degree 8, viz., 5*8, AB, the holomorph of 3ta3> PGL2 (7) and PSL2 (7).

AB contains elements of type 3151. Elements of order 15 in M24 have type

15 5 3 1. These elements cannot permute the 8 blocks in the fashion of PS1. Thus

M2i cannot contain G* = A8. Accordingly M2i cannot contain G* = S8.

The holomorph of 3l23 contains elements of type 1422. On the 4 blocks left fixed,

we have 1424, 1632 or 34. The remaining parts of these elements, namely 1424, 34

and 34, cannot permute the remaining 4 blocks in the fashion of 22.

PGL2 (7) contains elements of type 8. Only elements of type 83 or 24 in S2i would

permute the 8 blocks in this fashion. But 83 or 24 are not in M24.

Thus if G of type 38 with trivial kernel exists, it must be a PSL2 (7) of degree 24.

For this group we have

Proposition 7.2. In M2i, we have a PSL2 (7) of degree 24, which acts as a group

of type 3B with trivial kernel. All such PSL2 (7) are conjugate in M2i. Furthermore,

PSL2(7)£G[8.,3.

Proof. By Carmichael [2, p. 164] we have M2i = (A, B, C> where

A = (12345 67 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23)(24),

B = (3 17 10 7 9)(5 4 13 14 19)(11 12 23 8 18)(21 16 15 20 22)(1)(2)(6)(24),

C = (1 24)(2 23)(3 12)(4 16)(5 18)(6 10)(7 20)(8 14)(9 21)(11 17)(13 22)(19 15).

Let Z»=Cu2B)U, E=AC(x). Then

D = (23 24)(1 22)(16 21)(11 7)(13 15)(14 18)(19 5)(12 4)(20 9)(3 2)(17 10)(8 6),

E = (1 23 24)(2 12 22)(3 16 11)(4 18 15)(5 10 17)(6 20 9)(7 14 19)(8 21 13).

Then

DE = (1 2 16 13 4 22 23)(3 12 18 19 10 5 7)(6 21 11 14 15 8 20)(9)(17)(24).

Let G = <Z>, £>, then G is a (2 3 7) group, i.e. a group generated by two generators

of order 2 and 3 respectively, and whose product has order 7. Let

Bx = {9, 17, 24},    B2 = {20, 10, 23},    B3 = {8, 19, 22},

54 = {4, 15, 18},   B5 = {14, 12, 13},   B6 = {11, 3, 16},

B7 = {21, 7, 2},     B8 = {6, 5, 1}.

Now G is seen to be an imprimitive group with systems of imprimitivity Bx, ■ ■ ■, BB

and

D* = (BxB.XB^XB^XB^),

E* = (515852)(fi3B755)(54)(56),

D*E* = (B^B^B^B^Bx).

C) The above generators of PSL2 (7) in M24 were obtained by Rudi List, following the

suggestion by D. Livingstone of the existence of PSL2 (7) in M2i.
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Thus we have G* = (D*, E*y is the PSL2 (7) in S8.

If the kernel of the imprimitivity is not identity, then by Proposition 7.1, the

kernel must be <38>, and G<=A/M24(38). Then by Proposition 4.4, G<=G[8]3. G[8]3

has a normal subgroup N and G[B-3/N^S3. N has orbits of length 8, thus there can

be no elements of type 38 in A^. Thus E in the above cannot be in N. Suppose D

is in N. Then DE of order 7 is not in N. But G[B¡3/N^S3 cannot contain an ele-

ment of order 7. Suppose D is also not in N. Then S3 must contain a (2, 3, 7)

group which is impossible. Thus the kernel of imprimitivity is the identity alone,

and also G<^GlB-¡3.

A computation shows that A2i2-38,731:' = 2-3-7 = |CAÍ24(73l3)|. Thus any element

of type 7313 in M2i can be expressed as products of elements of types 212 and 38

exactly 42 times. Thus a-b = aß = 73l3 with a and a of type 212 and b and ß of

type 38 if and only if a = a( and ß = bf, £ e CM24(7313). Exactly the same argument

as in Proposition 1.1 gives that all PSL2 (7) are conjugate in M2i.

8. Groups of type 212. Let G be an imprimitive group with systems of length 2.

Since 3, 5, 7, 11, 23 do not divide |*|, |*| =2". The discussion will be divided into

three cases: (a) K¥=E and 212 e *; (b) K^E and 212 £ *; (c) K=E. We have the

following :

Proposition 8.1. Let G be a group of type 212. If the kernel contains an element

of type 212, then G^Gfiy If the kernel contains an element of 1828, then GçGlBl3.

If the kernel is trivial, then G is of type 122.

Proof, (a) Suppose 212 e * Then * cannot contain any other element except 1.

Therefore *=<212> and G^Gft) by Proposition 6.4.

(b) Suppose 212 £ * and 1828 e *. Since all the elements in * are of type 1828

and no element can fix more than 8 points, |*|=22. The 8 points left fixed by

each element form systems of imprimitivity of length 8, and if G exists, then

G^GlB-3.

(c) K=E. We assume that G* is a primitive group of degree 12. There are six

primitive groups of degree 12 [7, p. 130]. They are (1) S12 and A12; (2) PSL2 (11)

and PGL2 (11); (3) M1X and M12.

(1) S12 and A12. Since neither \S12\ nor \A12\ divides M2i, G* cannot be S12

or A12.

(2) PSL2(11) and PGL2(11). 24 does not divide |PSL2(11)|, so PSL2(11)

cannot be transitive on the 24 points, so G* cannot be PSL2(11). PSL2(11) is

transitive on 12 points, therefore PGL2 (11) has systems of imprimitivity of length

12. Thus if G exists, G is of type 122.

(3) Afn and A/12. A/n has elements of type 84 as a group of degree 12. On the

8 blocks we have 82 and on the 4 blocks we have 8 or 42. We have no element in

M2i which accommodates these types. So G*^M11. Accordingly G*^Af12 since

Afu<=A/la.
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9. The maximal subgroups of M2i.

Theorem II. M2i contains 9 conjugate classes of maximal subgroups, namely

Subgroup

PSL2 (23), primitive

NM2i(M12), imprimitive

G[8]3, imprimitive

G(*), imprimitive

PSL2 (7), imprimitive

M23, intransitive

NM2i(M22), intransitive

NM2i(M2i), intransitive

G(8•), intransitive

Order

23 - 3•11•23

27-33-5-ll

210-32-7

210-33-5

23-3-7

27-32-5-7-ll-23

28-32-5-7-ll

27-33-5-7

210.32.5.7

Described in

Propositions)

1.1

3.1

4.2

6.1

7.2

[3, 2.0]

[3,2.0]

[3, 2.0]

[3, 2.3]

Proof. By Propositions 3.1 through 8.1, the imprimitive subgroups of M24

which are not contained in other imprimitive subgroups are WM24(G(12)), G[8]3,

G(*4), and PSL2 (7). Thus the transitive maximal subgroups of M24 are to be found

among the five subgroups, namely, the above four imprimitive subgroups and the

unique proper primitive subgroup, PSL2 (23), discussed in Proposition 1.1. The

simple comparison of orders among themselves reveals that, except for PSL2 (7),

all the others are transitive maximal subgroups. By mere comparison of orders,

PSL2 (7)<= G[8,3 is possible, but Proposition 7.2 shows that this is not the case, thus

PSL2 (7) is a maximal as well.

We have seen that G(ia'), 1 = 1, 2, 5, are in AfM24(G(12,)) respectively by Proposition

3.1, and Proposition 6.4 shows that G(4) and G(6-, are in Gf4). Thus out of 9 maximal

subgroups among the intransitives enumerated in [3, Theorem I], we have only

four to consider. They are G(1), G(2), G(3) and G(8). The first three are shown to be

maximal by [3, Propositions 2.1 and 2.2]. G(8) is a maximal subgroup since there

is no transitive maximal subgroup which contains it as seen by comparison of orders

of the subgroups.
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